Join our team of paid field technicians!

Are you interested in working with wild birds and spending time outdoors? The Rosvall Lab in the Biology Department is seeking paid entry-level field technicians for 2024 spring and/or summer. We study wild birds that breed in bird houses - which our field technicians help monitor and maintain.

You can learn more about our research at rosvall.lab.indiana.edu

➢ Starting pay: $14-16/hour
➢ Starting hours: 5-15 hours/week – based on skills and interest
➢ Hours vary on weekly basis from March-July, peaks in May-June

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES
• Maintain and repair bird houses
• Record data on nests, eggs, and chicks
• Learn hands-on techniques in bird biology and field research

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS
• Comfortable working outside
• Attention to detail
• Willingness to learn and adapt
• Excellent communication skills

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS
• Flexible schedule
• Regular access to a vehicle

The Rosvall lab strongly encourages people from groups historically underrepresented in STEM to apply. As a part of our team, you will be joining a lab committed to respect, inclusion, and safety.

APPLY NOW! If interested, please complete this form
Applications due February 15